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Expedited Online Learning with Spatial Side
Information
Pranay Thangeda, Melkior Ornik, and Ufuk Topcu

Abstract— The applicability of model-based online reinforcement learning algorithms is often limited by the
amount of exploration required for learning the environment model to the desired level of accuracy. A promising
approach to addressing this issue is to exploit side information, available either a priori or during the agent’s mission,
for learning the unknown dynamics. Side information in
our context refers to information in the form of bounds on
the differences between transition probabilities at different
states in the environment. We use this information as a
measure of reusability of the direct experience gained by
performing actions and observing the outcomes at different
states. We propose a framework to integrate side information into existing model-based reinforcement learning algorithms by complementing the samples obtained directly at
states with second-hand information obtained from other
states with similar dynamics. Additionally, we propose an
algorithm for synthesizing the optimal control strategy in
unknown environments by using side information to effectively balance between exploration and exploitation. We
prove that, with high probability, the proposed algorithm
yields a near-optimal policy in the Bayesian sense while
also guaranteeing the safety of the agent during exploration. We obtain the near-optimal policy in time steps that
are polynomial in terms of the parameters describing the
model. We illustrate the utility of the proposed algorithms
in a setting of a Mars rover, with data from onboard sensors
and a companion aerial vehicle acting as the side information.
Index Terms— Markov decision processes, online learning, planning, side information

I. I NTRODUCTION
We study online learning in unknown stochastic environments where the agent dynamics at different states are
known to have some degree of similarity. Developing optimal
control strategies for unmanned systems designed to operate
autonomously in environments with no prior knowledge is of
significant practical interest [1], [2], [3]. We adopt Markov
decision processes (MDPs) to model the behavior of the agents
in the underlying dynamics, as also done in the majority of
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the existing approaches for learning in unknown environments
[4], [5], [6], [7].
Under the assumption that the underlying dynamics in the
MDP environment are fully known, one can obtain the optimal
control policy using classic dynamic programming algorithms
[8]. However, in problems where the dynamics are unknown,
most of the existing algorithms [9], [10] find the optimal
policy by setting up a trade-off between exploring previously
unvisited states to gain additional information about the environment and exploiting the current knowledge to maximize the
collected reward. Popular learning algorithms such as those
in the class of probably approximately correct in Markov
decision processes (PAC-MDP) [11], [12], [13] and Bayesian
exploration bonus (BEB) [14] provide strong guarantees on the
number of suboptimal actions taken by the agent. However,
these algorithms build their model solely by directly visiting
all state-action pairs and observing the outcomes of different
actions, thereby requiring an impractically large number of
samples in problems with large state and action spaces.
In many real-world problems, directly visiting state-action
pairs is not the only way to gain information about the
environment dynamics. For instance, consider the environment
of a Martian rover accompanied by a deployable aerial vehicle
[15], [16]. In order to safely navigate to different regions of
interest, the rover needs to learn the underlying dynamics of
the environment in the shortest possible time. The rover is
equipped with sensors and is supported by the companion
aerial vehicle that could provide indirect information on the
similarity between the terrain features at different states. Such
indirect information, here-in-after referred to as side information, can be used to estimate the similarity of motion dynamics
at different states and hence is highly valuable. However, there
is no direct way to accommodate it in the learning algorithms
in PAC-MDP class.
In order to expedite learning by exploiting the available
side information, we propose an algorithm that uses side
information in the form of bounds on differences between
transition probabilities of states to partly reuse the collected
samples at similar states. [4] and [17] independently introduce
similar notions of similarity between transition probabilities
of different states. However, while [4] and [17] assume
knowledge of similarity for all state-action pairs in the MDP,
our approach is generalized to accommodate a wide range
of side information settings. It is possible that, due to their
similarity with other states, some states are more valuable than
others in terms of total information gained by visiting that
state. We propose an exploration bonus that utilizes the side
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information to maximize the value of information gained at
each state during the learning process. Our approach is crucial
in synthesizing the optimal control strategy online as the agent
learns faster while actively exploring the environment.
While exploration is crucial in synthesizing the optimal
control policy, the safety of the agent is also an important
consideration. In our setting where the agents operate in
remote environments, even a single unsafe action could lead
to a total mission failure. While [17] and [18] study safety
in environments with unknown dynamics, [17] assumes that
set of safe state-action pairs is communicating, i.e., every safe
state is reachable from every other safe state through a policy
that never exits the set of safe states. On the other hand, [18]
assumes that the state transition dynamics can be retrieved
given certain observable attributes of the states. Although the
notion of safe states in [17] and [19] are similar, the safety
guarantees they provide are significantly different. The safety
guarantees provided in this work, first presented in [19], are
in the form of an upper bound on the probability of an
agent taking an unsafe action that expressed in terms of the
parameters describing the MDP and the minimum difference
in the true state-action values. Our approach enables the agent
to safely explore the environment by providing information
about the dynamics of the states even before visiting them.
A. Previous Publication
The notion of side information in MDPs, the generalized
indirect sampling algorithm, and the notion of safety in MDPs
with side information were presented in a preliminary version
of this work [19]. This paper builds upon [19], substantially extending it by including additional results that compare the impact of side information availability on sampling performance
(Section IV) and provide theoretical bounds on the number
of steps required to obtain a near-optimal policy in Bayesian
sense (Section V). Further, the numerical experiments (Section
VII) are provided in a new, more complex scenario of a rover
and an aerial vehicle operating together.
B. Organization
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the notation used in the rest of this paper
and provide the necessary background on learning in Markov
decision processes. Section III formally introduces the notion
of side information and presents the indirect weighted sampling algorithm for accelerated sampling. Further, it discusses
an algorithm for finding the optimal control strategy where
the exploration bonus exploits the side information. Section
IV describes the grid-world environment and provides bounds
comparing the relative performance of indirect sampling algorithm for different amounts of side information available. In
Section V we discuss the theoretical guarantees on the sample
complexity of the proposed policy synthesis algorithm. Section
VI proposes a definition of safety relevant to our problem
and provides theoretical guarantees on the safety of the agent.
Finally, Section VII presents the simulations performed in the
setting of a rover operating on the surface of Mars assisted by
an aerial vehicle.

II. P RELIMINARIES AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
In this section, we introduce the formulation of MDPs, formally state our problem and also describe existing approaches
for policy synthesis in MDPs with unknown dynamics.
A. MDP Formulation
An undiscounted, finite-horizon Markov decision process
(MDP) [8], [20] M is specified by the tuple (S, A, P, R, H),
where:
• S denotes the finite state space,
• A denotes the finite action space,
P
′
• P : S × A × S → [0, 1] satisfying
s′ ∈S P (s |s, a) = 1
for any s ∈ S and a ∈ A denotes the state transition
probability function,
• R : S × A → [0, Rmax ] denotes the bounded, nonnegative reward function, and
• H denotes the finite planning horizon for the problem.
The agent takes an action a ∈ A at a state s ∈ S and proceeds
to next state based on the distribution P (·|s, a) while collecting a reward R(s, a). Policy π : S → A specifies the action
to take and the state value function of a state s with respect
to π is defined as the expected
hP sum of rewards over the
i next
H
H time steps, VHπ (s) = E
R(s
,
π(s
))|s
=
s
. The
t
t
0
t=0
π
state-action value function, denoted by QH (s, a), is similarly
defined where the agenth starts by first taking the action a,
i
PH
QπH (s, a) = R(s, a) + E
t=1 R(st , π(st ))|s0 = s, a0 = a .
Both the value functions can also be expressed in the recursive
Bellman equation form [20], which
is
P for state value function
π
(s′ ).
given as VHπ (s) = R(s, π(s)) + s′ P (s′ |s, π(s))VH−1
B. Planning in MDPs
For a given MDP M(S, A, P, R, H), planning refers to the
problem of finding the optimal policy π ∗ that maximizes the
state value function. We can obtain the optimal state value
∗
function VH∗ (s) = VHπ (s) = maxπ VHπ (s) by solving the
Bellman’s optimality
 equation

P [20] for state∗ value′ function,
(s ) . In an
VH∗ (s) = maxa R(s, a) + s′ P (s′ |s, a)VH−1
MDP where the transition probabilities and reward function
are known, the optimal state value function can be obtained
by solving the above equation using algorithms such as value
iteration and policy iteration [8]. However, when the agent
operates in an unknown environment, the state transition
probabilities are not known a priori.
C. Problem Statement
Consider an agent operating in a stochastic environment
modeled as an MDP M(S, A, P, R, H). We make the following assumptions:
• P is unknown to the agent.
• S, A, R, and H are known to the agent.
• The agent’s interaction with the environment occurs online as a single continuous thread of experience.
Under these assumptions, we study the following objective:
find, as quickly as possible, a control policy that ensures that
that the expected reward for the agent over the next H time
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steps is near-optimal,
i.e., for an ϵ > 0, for all s ∈ S, we seek
π∗
to achieve VH t (s) ≥ maxπ VHπ (s) − ϵ where πt∗ denotes the
desired near-optimal policy at time t.
D. Learning in MDPs
We now discuss the most common approach of learning
in MDPs that utilizes the maximum likelihood estimate for
approximating the transition dynamics. Let M̂(S, A, P̂ , R, H)
denote the learned, approximation of the MDP M where P̂ is
an estimate of P . Let #0 (s, a) denote the number of times the
agent performed an action a in the state s and let #(s′ |s, a)
denote the number of those instances where the resultant
state was s′ ∈ S. Then the maximum likelihood estimate
of P (s′ |s, a) is given as P̂ (s′ |s, a) = #(s′ |s, a)/#0 (s, a).
We call such an approach to estimation direct sampling and
consider a state-action pair (s, a) to be known if #0 (s, a) ≥ m,
for some fixed threshold m ∈ N.
Synthesizing an optimal policy in unknown environments
requires balancing exploration (acquiring information and updating the model M̂) and exploitation (maximizing the return
given the current approximate model M̂). Most popular and
well-studied approaches to this problem, hereinafter referred
to as optimistic approaches, propose exploration mechanisms
that reduce the model uncertainty by generating optimistic estimates of value functions at underexplored states [21]. Recent
algorithms in the optimistic approach class either provide PACMDP guarantees [13], [22]—with high probability, they often
take optimal actions—or similar guarantees with respect to the
Bayesian optimal policy [14].
E. Bayesian RL and Bayesian Exploration Bonus
Unlike the classic RL approaches that maintain a single
model estimate, the Bayesian approach to reinforcement learning [23] handles the uncertainty in the model by maintaining a
belief state b that describes the uncertainty over the state transition probabilities. Planning in the belief space provides an
elegant solution to the exploration-exploitation dilemma. The
value function in this setting is a function of the belief and the
expression for optimal
value function can be given as
 BayesianP
∗
(b′ , s′ )
VH∗ (s, b) = maxa R(s, a) + s′ P (s′ |b, s, a)VH−1
′
where b is the belief updated to include the samples from the
latest transition. The optimal Bayesian policy π ∗ (b, s) in this
case would just be the action that maximizes the above value
function. While the Bayesian approach naturally trades off
exploration and exploitation, the solution is computationally
intractable in most cases.
The Bayesian Exploration Bonus (BEB) [14] provides an
exploration heuristic to find a near-optimal policy with respect
to the true Bayesian policy. At each time step, assuming the
transition probability estimates P̂ based on the belief b as the
true transition probabilities, the BEB algorithm chooses action
that maximizes the following value function:

µ0
ṼH∗ (s) = max
+R(s, a)
a
1 + #0 (s, a)

X
′
∗
′
+
P̂ (s |s, a)ṼH−1 (s ) ,
s′ ∈S

where µ0 is a tuning parameter to balance between exploration
and exploitation. For a suitably large value of µ0 , it has been
shown that with a probability no less than 1 − δ, the BEB is ϵ∗
∗
close to the optimal
Bayesian policy,
 i.e., ṼH (s) ≥ VH (s) − ϵ

|S||A|H 6
|S||A|
for all but O
log( δ ) time steps [14]. However,
ϵ
these bounds, as well as those for PAC-MDP algorithms,
still require prohibitively many samples in practice. Extending
BEB, or in fact any of the discussed algorithms, to real-world
systems hence requires methods that maximize the information
we extract from the obtained samples.
III. L EARNING WITH S IDE I NFORMATION
In this section, we present the notion of side information
and propose algorithms for efficient sample collection and
exploration by exploiting this additional information. We build
upon the framework originally proposed in [4], [19] while
presenting novel performance guarantees and experiments in
the upcoming sections.
A. Side Information
In many environments, the agent may have access to additional information that helps it gauge the similarity of certain
environment specific features at different states. Often, the
dynamics at a given state can be characterized by such a
set of features. Given some measure of similarity between
states that reflects the similarity in their dynamics, hereinafter
referred to as side information, one could partially reuse an
observation at multiple similar states thereby increasing the
sample collection speed—a framework originally introduced
in [4] and referred to as indirect sampling. To formalize the
notion of side information, we first introduce a measure of
distance between transition probabilities of states and then use
it to quantify the extent of sample reusability between states.
Definition 1 (ϵ-distance): Let s, s ∈ S, and let 0 ≤ ϵ ≤ 1.
States s and s are ϵ-distant if there exists a permutation Π :
S → S such that |P (s′ |s, a) − P (Π(s′ )|s, a)| ≤ ϵ for any
s′ ∈ S and any a ∈ A.
Π in the above definition captures an equivalent outcome
and is specific to the problem of interest. Although Π depends
on both s and s, to simplify notation, we emphasize the
dependency on s only when necessary. We also define ∆ :
S × S → [0, 1] so that ∆(s, s) is the smallest value such
that s, s are ∆(s, s)-distant. In this work, we assume that the
side information available to the agent is in the form of upper
bound on the values of ∆. In order to utilize the knowledge of
bounds on ∆ for sample reusability, we introduce the notion
of weighting function in Definition 2 that quantifies the extent
of sample reusability between every pair of states in S.
Definition 2 (weighting function): Function w : [0, 1] →
[0, 1] is a weighting function if it is monotonically decreasing
and satisfies w(0) = 1 and w(1) = 0.
Intuitively, w should be 0 when ∆(s, s) = 1 as we do not
want a sample collected at state s or s be counted towards
the other state when the dynamics are highly dissimilar. By
the same logic, we would want w = 1 when ∆(s, s) = 0,
i.e., when the states have identical dynamics. To simplify the
notation, we define w(s, s) = w(∆(s, s)) for any s, s ∈ S.
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B. Prior and Local Side Information
The extent of side information available to the agent highly
depends on the problem specifications. In order to accommodate this variation, we consider two different settings, namely
the prior information setting and the local side information
setting. In the case of the prior information setting, we assume
that the bounds on distance between transition probabilities of
states are available for all state-action pairs in the state space,
i.e., ∆(s, s) and consequently w(s, s) for a specified weighting
function are available for every s, s ∈ S.
On the other hand, in the local side information setting, we
assume that at any state s, the agent has the access to ∆(s, s)
only for s ∈ V(s), a specific set of states hereinafter referred
to as visible set. As the agent explores the environment, it
can retain and access the side information gathered over time
at different states it traversed in the past. The local side
information case is a generalization of prior information case
which can be interpreted as V(s) = S for all s ∈ S.
C. Indirect Sampling
We now present an algorithm for weighted indirect sampling
to accommodate all the different side information settings.
Given a weighting function w, Algorithm 1 presents the steps
involved in collecting indirect samples. The following points
summarize the important steps:
• Any weights obtained from prior information on distances
are denoted by ϕ0 and in the case where no prior
information is available, ϕ0 (s, s) = 1 if s = s and
ϕ0 (s, s) = 0 otherwise.
• Lines 10-12 update the weights based on the local side
information obtained from the new state after a transition
while lines 13-14 update the direct sample count.
• Lines 15-17 use the direct sample counts and the weighting function to update the effective sample count. Lines
18-21 then revise the estimate of transition probabilities.
We note that irrespective of the similarity between states, the
above algorithm increases the overall sample count by at least
one. Hence, the indirect sampling algorithm collects samples
at least as quickly as direct sampling.
D. Choice of Weighting Function
While any function satisfying Definition 2 can be used as
a weighting function, selecting the right one is essential for
balancing between speed-up in sample collection and error
in estimated transition probabilities. One of the choices for
weighting function is wn (∆) = (1 − ∆)n , where n ≥ 0 is a
tuning parameter that allows us to explore the speed-accuracy
trade-off [4]. As n → ∞, the weights wn (∆) decrease placing
more and more emphasis on the accuracy rather than the
sample collection speed. The opposite is true when n → 0.
A shortcoming of the above described weighting function
in indirect sampling is that the error converges to a nonzero value in the long term due to the accumulating indirect
samples. This issue can be addressed by introducing a timevarying weighting function, wt (s, s′ ) = w(∆(s, s′ ), t) where
wt (s, s′ ) → 0 as t → ∞. wt . As evidenced in the experiments

Algorithm 1 Weighted Indirect Sampling
1: Let #(s′ |s, a) = 0 for all s, s′ ∈ S, a ∈ A.
2: Let #0 (s, a) = 0 for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A.
3: Let α(s′ |s, a) = 0 for all s, s′ ∈ S, a ∈ A.
4: Let α0 (s, a) = 0 for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A.
5: Let ϕ(s, s) = ϕ0 (s, s) for all s, s ∈ S.
6: repeat at each time step
7:
Let s be current state of the system.
8:
Let a be the performed action.
9:
Let s′ be the resulting state of the system.
10:
for all s ∈ V(s) do
11:
ϕ(s, s) = w(s, s)
12:
end for
13:
#(s′ |s, a) := #(s′ |s, a) + 1
14:
#0 (s, a) := #0 (s, a) + 1
15:
for all s, s′ ∈ S do P
16:
α(Π(s′ )|s, a)P:= s′ #(Π(s′ )|s′ , a)ϕ(s, s′ )
17:
α0 (s, a) := s′ #0 (s′ , a)ϕ(s, s′ )
18:
if α0 (s̄, a) > 0 then
19:
P̂ (s′ |s, a) := α(s′ |s, a)/α0 (s, a)
20:
else
21:
P̂ (s′ |s, a) := 0
22:
end if
23:
end for

provided in Section VII, this modification, while performing
better than direct sampling in short term, will also ensure that
the estimation error in P̂ becomes negligible over time.
We now proceed to introduce a greedy algorithm that
utilizes available side information for maximizing sample
collection during exploration.
E. The Benefit Function as Exploration Bonus
The discussion so far has been focused on using available
side information to accelerate the collection of samples. In the
scenario where the agent has access to local side information,
not every state is the same in terms of the information gain one
could achieve by visiting it. This feature motivates the notion
of the benefit function, defined as a measure of the estimated
total information gain by sampling at a state. Using benefit as
the exploration bonus helps in choosing the action that adds
the most value to the learning process. In the presence of local
side information, this notion should encompass the following
properties:
1) Quantification of similarity of a state to other states in its
visible set—visiting a state with highly similar states is
beneficial as it adds to the sample count of not only that
state but also the states in its visible set.
2) Incentive for visiting a previously unexplored state—
visiting the state for the first time provides information
about its visible set and similarities, enabling taking
future advantage of indirect samples.
3) Higher bonus for a state-action pair with low sample
count and vice versa—low sample count translates to a
high expected error in estimated transition probabilities,
thereby leading to sub-optimal policy.
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With these desired features in mind, we propose the following
benefit function:
X
w(s, s)
B(s, a) = µ1
,
(1)
1 + α0 (s, a)
s∈V(s)∪{s}

where µ1 ∈ R≥0 is a tunable parameter. In each element of
the summation, the weight w(s, s) in the numerator signifies
similarity of that state s with state under consideration s, and
the total sample count α0 (s̄, a) in the denominator prioritizes
state-action pairs with less number of samples. Note that
feature 3) is the only component considered in BEB [14] as it
takes an exploration bonus that is only a function of the direct
samples at states.
Using the benefit value as the exploration bonus, the optimal
action at any state would be the action that maximizes


X
∗
′
∗
′
ṼH (s) = max B(s, a) + R(s, a) +
P̂ (s |s, a)ṼH−1 (s ) ,

Fig. 1.
Illustration of the grid-world environment and observation
radius of the agent. Figure 1a (left) shows the current state (green cell),
possible next states (blue cells), and the observation radius (green disk).
Figure 1b (right) shows consecutive states of an agent (green and blue
cells) and their corresponding visible sets (green and blue disks)

IV. S AMPLING P ERFORMANCE OF D IFFERENT
I NFORMATION S ETTINGS IN G RID - WORLD

defined in terms of the rover’s observation radius, a metric
quantifying the range of the sensors.
Definition 3 (observation radius): In a grid-world represented by the set of states S, an agent at a state s ∈ S is
said to have an observation radius λ if the agent has access
to w(s, s) for all states s ∈ S that satisfy d(s, s) ≤ λ.
We assume that the agent has an observation radius of λ.
Recall that d(s, s) denotes the Euclidean distance between s
and s. For every state s that is sufficiently far away from the
boundary of the grid-world, i.e., ∂S ∩ {s : d(s, s) ≤ λ} = ∅,
the cardinality of the visible set is same, hereinafter denoted
as nV . We are interested in finding an expression for nV in
terms of the observation radius λ as nV dictates the number
of indirect samples collected by the agent. Figure 1a provides
an illustration of the grid-world environment and the agent’s
visible set. The problem of finding nV can be restated as the
Gauss’s circle problem, the solution to which gives the number
of lattice points N (λ) that lie on or inside the boundary
of the
P⌊λ⌋ √
disk with radius λ as N (λ) = 1 + 4⌊λ⌋ + 4 i=1 ⌊ λ2 − i2 ⌋.
Alternatively, we can also have an expression with upper and
lower bounds of the following form [25]:
√
√
πλ2 − 2 2πλ ≤ N (λ) ≤ πλ2 + 2 2πλ.
(3)

In this section, we compare the sampling performance
of different information settings in the context of twodimensional grid-world environments. Such environments are
often used to model a wide variety of real-world navigation
problems [24] including the running example on Martian rover
navigation. In the grid-world problems, we discretize the area
of interest into two-dimensional grid comprised of unit square
cells to form the state space S. Let ∂S denote the set of cells
that form the boundary of the state space S. At any cell s ∈ S,
the agent can move to the states directly to the north, east,
south, and west of the current state by taking of the actions
A(s). Let U(s) ⊂ S denote the set of states s′ such that
P (s′ |s, a) > 0 for some a in A(s).
We assume that the agent has onboard sensors that can help
it gather side information about the states in the visible set
V(s) [15], [16]. Further, we know that similar information,
although usually of a much lower resolution, can also be
gathered from external sources and can be considered as the
prior information available to the agent [15], [16]. In the gridworld problems, V(s) is comprised of states that are in the
spatial proximity of the current state. Therefore, V(s) can be

From our definition of visible set, since s ̸∈ V(s), we have
nV = N (λ) − 1. We now proceed to quantify the extent of
overlap of the visible sets for any two consecutive states in
the agent’s trajectory, a result that helps us in bounding the
number of unique samples collected during exploration in the
grid-world environment. Figure 1b illustrates the intersection
of visible sets of two adjacent states where the green and blue
cells and disks denote two consecutive states and their visible
sets.
Definition 4: Let s, s′ ∈ S be two consecutive states in the
trajectory of the agent, i.e., d(s, s′ ) = 1. Let ρ be the number
of common cells, i.e., ρ = |({s} ∪ V(s)) ∩ ({s′ } ∪ V(s′ ))|.
Given the above definition, we state and prove the following
result expressing ρ in terms of nV and λ.
Lemma 1: Let s, s′ denote two consecutive states in the
agent’s trajectory such that V(s)∩∂S = ∅ and V(s′ )∩∂S = ∅.
Then, ρ = nV − 2λ.
Proof: We use the configuration illustrated in Figure 1b
with the understanding that the results hold without loss of
generality for all possible configurations. Let Ll denote the
set of lattice points in the left circle and let Lr denote the

a

s′ ∈S

(2)
where Ṽ0∗ (s) = maxa B(s, a) and P̂ denotes the current
estimate of the state transition probabilities. While we omitted
its timestamp to simplify notation, note that, unlike the reward
function, the benefit function B(s, a) varies as we recursively
calculate the value. Hence, finding values of benefit at future
∗
(s′ ), is nontrivial. We
states, required for calculating ṼH−1
could solve this issue by either maintaining expectation of
future benefits at all states or by acting as if it will be timeinvariant in the future, as done in [4] and [14].
Now that we have presented the algorithm for indirect
sampling in general MDPs, we proceed to compare different
information settings to gauge the performance improvement
one could gain by, say, acquiring access to prior information
instead of just local side information, in the setting of gridworld environments.
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set of lattice points in the right circle. Then ρ = |Ll ∩ Lr |.
For observation radius λ at the left circle centered at the point
(a, b), the equations of the two circles centered at adjacent
cells in a grid with unit square cells can be given as
(x − a)2 + (y − b)2 = λ2

and (x − a + 1)2 + (y − b)2 = λ2 .

Solving for the points of intersection we get x = a + 0.5, a
line along with no lattice points exist in the grid. Let Llh ⊂
|Ll ∩Lr | denote the set of points that satisfy x < a+0.5 and let
Llv ⊂ Lr denote the points that satisfy x < a+1. Owing to the
symmetry, |Llh | = ρ/2. We know that there are 2λ + 1 points
in Lr that satisfy x = a + 1 and |Lr | = N (λ) = nV + 1. From
our definition of |Llh |, it follows that |Llh | = (nV − 2λ)/2.
Since ρ = 2|Llh |, we therefore have ρ = nV − 2λ.
So far, we have introduced the grid-world environment and
provided results specific to the geometry of the problem. We
use these results in the next section to compare the sample
collection ability of direct and indirect sampling methods.
A. Comparison of Different Sampling Settings
This section discusses how the availability of side information impacts the rate of sample collection while exploring and
estimating the model. To ensure a fair comparison, we use the
total sample count as the metric.
Definition 5 (total sample count): For a given MDP M,
the total sample count is defined as the sum of direct
and
samples collected at all state-action pairs, i.e.,
P indirect
P
s∈S
a∈A α0 (s, a).
We derive the total sample count for direct sampling,
indirect sampling with prior information, and indirect sampling
with local side information settings. Let τ = {s0 , s1 , . . . , sT }
denote the trajectory of the agent after performing T actions
and let C ⊂ S be the set of distinct states in τ ; |C| ≤ T +1. Let
us assume that all the explored states are sufficiently far away
from the boundary states, i.e., ∂S ∩ {s : d(s, s) ≤ λ} = ∅
for all s ∈ C. Let X be the set of all states
S that have a
non-zero number of samples, i.e., X = C ∪s∈C V(s). To
simplify the technical results, as done in [4], we assume that
the weights between all states in the state space are same,
i.e., w(s, s) = p for all s, s ∈ S such that s ̸= s. Also, to
compare different indirect sampling settings, we restrict the
indirect sample collection in prior information setting only to
the states in the set X instead of the entire state space S. Under
these assumptions, the expressions for total sample count in
each of the three settings can be given as follows:
a) Direct Sampling Setting: The agent will collect T + 1
direct samples and hence the total sample count is T + 1.
b) Prior Information Setting: The total sample count will
contain both direct samples and indirect samples obtained from
side information available a priori and is equal to
p(T +1)(|X |−|C|+p(|C|−1))+(T +1) = (T +1)(p|X |−p+1).
c) Local Side Information Setting: Under the assumptions
of current analysis, the cardinality of V(s) remains the same
for any state s in C. Then, the total sample count is
XXX
w(s′ , s)#(s′ , a) = (T + 1)(1 + nV p).
s∈X a∈A s′ ∈C

Given the above expressions for total sample count in
different settings, we provide a comparison between them.
Proposition 1: Let DSS, LIS, P IS denote the total sample counts after taking T actions in direct sampling setting,
local side information setting, and prior information setting
respectively. Assume that w(s, s′ ) = p for all s, s′ ∈ S, s ̸= s′
where p ∈ (0, 1). Then, DSS ≤ LIS ≤ P IS and for an
observation radius λ,
√
DSS(πλ2 − 2 2πλ)p + DSS ≤ P IS
√
≤ DSS(πλ2 + 2 2πλ + (2λ − 1)(DSS − 1))p + DSS.
Proof: |X | takes the smallest possible value when the
agent remains in the same state after all T actions and takes the
largest possible value when it covers the maximum possible
number of states directly. Therefore, |X | can be bounded as
1 + nV ≤ |X | ≤ (T + 1)(1 + nV ) − T ρ

(4)

where ρ, as introduced in the Definition 4, is a function of the
observation radius λ. Given (4), the rest of the proof for the
first part of the proposition is obvious and follows from the
definitions of sample counts in different settings. Now, using
(4) again with Lemma 1 we get
1 + nV ≤ |X | ≤ 1 + nV + (2λ + 1)T.
Therefore, the total sample count in the case of indirect
sampling with prior information has the bounds
(T + 1)(1 + pnV ) ≤ (T + 1)(p|X | − p + 1)
≤ (T + 1)(1 + pnV ) + p(T + 1)(2λ + 1)T.
Using the bounds on nV from (3) and expressions for DSS
and P IS in the above expression we get
√
DSS(πλ2 − 2 2πλ)p + DSS ≤ P IS
√
≤ DSS(πλ2 + 2 2πλ + (2λ − 1)(DSS − 1))p + DSS.
The discussion so far focused on the increase in sample
collection efficiency using indirect sampling. Knowledge of
how different information settings perform relative to each
other is key in scenarios where the agent has limited energy
and has to decide between spending the energy to gather side
information or to explore the environment. We now proceed
to provide results on sample efficiency for an algorithm using
the benefit function proposed in Section III.
V. T HEORETICAL S AMPLE B OUNDS
In this section, we quantify the improvement in sample
efficiency for near-optimal performance in the Bayesian sense
as described in Section II-E when using indirect sampling
and the benefit function. From the discussion in the previous
section, it is evident that the rate and distribution of collected
indirect samples in the local side information scenario highly
depends on the specifications of the state space. In order to
obtain a generalizable result, we consider only the scenario
with prior information where indirect samples are collected
over all states in S. Further, to take advantage of the side
information during exploration, we use the benefit function
introduced in Section III as the exploration bonus. In this
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setting, the following proposition provides an improved sample
complexity bound for obtaining near-optimal solution when
compared to BEB with direct sampling [14] as described in
Section II-E.
Proposition 2: Let p ∈ (0, 1) and assume that w(s, s′ ) =
p for all s, s′ ∈ S, s ̸= s′ . For µ1 = 2Rmax H 2 and
m = 4Rmax H 3 /(ϵ(nV + 1)), let πt∗ denote the optimal policy
obtained by the benefit function with indirect sampling using
the estimate of transition probabilities at any time t. Then, if
π ∗ denotes the optimal Bayesian
policy at the same instant,
∗
π∗
we have that VHπ (st )−VH t (st ) ≤ ϵ with a probability greater
than 1 − δ, for all but

 3


|S|
)
+ |S| H 3
|A| H (1−(1−p)
ϵp(nV +1)
|S||A|
log(
)
O
ϵ(nV + 1)
δ
time steps.
Recall that nV denotes the cardinality of the visible set used
in the benefit function. Further, as in [4], Proposition 2 can be
generalized by considering a partition of the state space where
states with the same similarity weights are grouped together.
Theorem 1: Let h denote the number of partitions in S,
p = min1≤i≤h mins,s′ ∈Si w(s, s′ ) and M = maxi |Si |. For
µ1 = 2Rmax H 2 and m∗ = 4Rmax H 3 /(ϵ(nV + 1)), we then
∗
π
have that VHπ (st ) − VH t (st ) ≤ ϵ with a probability greater
than 1 − δ, for all but
 3



|M |
)
3
h|A| H (1−(1−p)
+
|M
|
H
ϵp(nV +1)
|S||A| 
O
log(
)
ϵ(nV + 1)
δ
time steps.
We now proceed to prove Proposition 2. The proof of
Theorem 1 follows from Proposition 2 and is analogous to
the proof establishing a bound for a partitioned state space in
[4].
A. Proof of Proposition 2
We start with a series of lemmas that aid in proving
Proposition 2. The proof can be divided into two broad parts.
In the first part, using Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we prove that
all the state-action pairs will become known (i.e., α(s,a) ≥
m) after at most |A| (m + 1)(1 − (1 − p)|S| )/p + 2|S| time
steps. This result was first proved in authors’ previous work
[4] in the context of exploration with BEB and included here
for the sake of completeness. In the second part, we show
how the results of near-Bayesian optimality holds for indirect
sampling with the benefit function supported by Lemma 4 and
Lemma 5. Finally, we use the bound obtained from Lemma 3
obtain the result mentioned in Proposition 2.
Lemma 2: Given S, A, let a ∈ A. Let Φ be a sequence of
visits to unknown elements in S × {A} defined as follows:
(s1 , a) is visited repeatedly until α0 (s1 , a) reaches m. Then
(s2 , a) is visited until α0 (s2 , a) reaches m, and so on, until
α0 (si , a) = m for all i ∈ {1, . . . , |S|}. Let l(Φ) be the length
of Φ, i.e., the total number of visits until all states in S × {a}
are known. Then l(Φ) ≤ ((m + 1)(1 − (1 − p)|S| ))/p.

Lemma 3: Let a ∈ A. Let Φ′ be any sequence of visits to
unknown elements in S × {a}. Then, if Φ is as defined in
Lemma 2, l(Φ′ ) ≤ l(Φ) + 2|S|.
Lemma 2 can be proved by recursively calculating the total
number of visits needed at each state to reach a sample count
of m. The proof of Lemma 3 proceeds by induction on |S|.
For detailed proofs of these lemmas, refer to [4].
Extending the result obtained from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3
with an action space A of size |A|, we get that all the stateaction pairs will be known after


(m + 1)(1 − (1 − p)|S| )
+ 2|S|
(5)
|A|
p
time steps.
We now proceed to show that the benefit function with
indirect sampling will yield a near-Bayesian policy. We begin
with Lemma 4, showing that the value function obtained using
the current estimate of the transition probabilities, with the
benefit function value as the exploration bonus, is optimistic
with respect to the Bayesian policy.
Lemma 4: Let ṼH∗ (s) be the optimal value function for
M̂ using the benefit function (1) as the exploration bonus
with µ1 = 2Rmax H 2 . Further, let VH∗ (s) denote the optimal
Bayesian value function for state s and the current model.
Then, for any s ∈ S, ṼH∗ (s) ≥ VH∗ (s).
Proof: Recall that we can specify the current estimate
of transition probabilities in terms of the sample counts at
different state-action pairs and any addition of new samples
will change the transition probabilities. Let P̂t and st be the
transition probability estimate and system state after t time
steps. Now, let P̂t+τ be the updated transition probability
estimate after taking τ ≤ H steps. We use the notation
VH∗ (P̂ , s) to denote the state value at the state s calculated
by using a transition probability estimate of P̂ . From the
optimal Bellman equation for fixed transition probabilities and
the Bayesian version, it follows that
ṼH∗ (P̂t , st ) − VH∗ (P̂t+τ , st )
"

#
X

= max B(st , a) + R(st , a) +
a

′

P̂t (s

∗
|st , a)ṼH−1
(P̂t , s′ )

s′

"
− max R(st , a) +
a

#
X

′

P̂t+τ (s

∗
|st , a)VH−1
(P̂t+τ +1 , s′ )

s′

where B(st , a) is the value of the benefit function for the
state-action pair (st , a) and P̂t+τ +1 is the revised transition
probability estimate after accounting for the new sample.
Using maxx g(x)−maxx h(x) ≥ minx (g(x)−h(x)) it follows
that

X
w(st , s̄)
ṼH∗ (P̂t , st ) − VH∗ (P̂t+τ , st ) ≥ min µ1
a
1 + α0t (s̄, a)
s̄∈V(st )∪{st }
X
′
∗
′
+
P̂t (s |st , a)ṼH−1 (P̂t , s )
s′

−

X


∗
P̂t+τ (s′ |st , a)VH−1
(P̂t+τ +1 , s′ )

s′

(6)
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where µ1 = 2Rmax H 2 . Updating (6) using the inequality
pq − gh ≥ p(q − h) − |p − g|h we get

X
w(st , s̄)
∗
∗
ṼH (P̂t , st ) − VH (P̂t+τ , st ) ≥ min µ1
a
1 + α0t (s̄, a)
s̄∈V(st )∪{st }


X
′
∗
′
∗
+
P̂t (s |st , a) ṼH−1 (P̂t , s ) − VH−1
(P̂t+τ +1 , s′ )
s′

− Rmax (H − 1)

X


|P̂t (s |st , a) − P̂t+τ (s |st , a)| .
′

′

s′

(7)
Further, using triangle inequality, we get
X
|P̂t (s′ |st , a) − P̂t+τ (s′ |st , a)|
Rmax (H − 1)
s′

≤ Rmax (H − 1)

t+τ X
X

(8)
|P̂i (s′ |st , a) − P̂i−1 (s′ |st , a)|

i=t+1 s′

For any state s ∈ S, let α0i−1 (s, a) and αi−1 (s′ |s, a) be the
total sample counts at the time instant i − 1. Then, we have
X
|P̂i (s′ |s, a) − P̂i−1 (s′ |s, a)|
s′ ∈S

X  αi−1 (s′ |s, a)


αi−1 (s′l |s, a)
=
− i−1
+
α0i−1 (s, a)
α0 (s, a) + 1
l̸=k

 i−1 ′
α (sk |s, a) + 1 αi−1 (s′k |s, a)
−
α0i−1 (s, a) + 1
α0i−1 (s, a)
P
i−1
i−1 ′
(sl |s, a) + α0 (s, a)
l̸=k α
≤
i−1
α (s, a) + (α0i−1 (s, a))2
P 0i−1 ′
α (sl |s, a) + α0i−1 (s, a)
≤ li−1
α0 (s, a) + (α0i−1 (s, a))2
2
=
1 + α0i−1 (s, a)
l

t+τ X
X

π∗

|P̂i (s′ |st , a) − P̂i−1 (s′ |st , a)|

s′

i=t+1
t+τ
X

≤ Rmax (H − 1)

2
i−1
α
(s
t , a) + 1
i=t+1 0

2Rmax (H − 1)τ
2Rmax (H − 1)H
2Rmax H 2
≤
≤ t
t
t
α0 (st , a) + 1
α0 (st , a) + 1
α0 (st , a) + 1
X
w(s
,
s̄)
t
≤ 2Rmax H 2
α0t (s̄, a) + 1
≤

s̄∈V(st )∪{st }

(9)
where the last step follows from the fact that the weights are
non-negative for any pair of states and that w(s, s) = 1 for
any s ∈ S. Using the result from (9) in (7) we get
ṼH∗ (P̂t , st ) − VH∗ (P̂t+τ , st )
"
#


X
∗
∗
≥ min
P̂t (s′ |st , a) ṼH−1
(P̂t , st ) − VH−1
(P̂t+1 , st )
a

(10)

as the policy πt∗ is the same as π̃ unless AK occurs. Further,
by definition of R′ , R′ and R̃ differ by at most B(s, a) where
(s, a) ∈ K. We know that by definition of K, α0 (s, a) = m
for (s, a) ∈ K. Since the maximum possible value of B(s, a)
is 2(nV + 1)Rmax H 2 /m, and given m = 4Rmax H 3 /(ϵ(nV +
1)), we have R′ (s, a) − R̃(s, a) ≤ ϵ/2H for any state-action
pair. Since the state value is the expected reward over H time
steps it follows that
ϵ
(11)
|VHπ̃ (R′ , st ) − VHπ̃ (R̃, st )| ≤ .
2
′
We know that Rmax
= max(s,a)∈S×A (R(s, a) + B(s, a)).
Since the maximum possible value of the benefit function is
′
2Rmax H 2 (nV + 1), we have Rmax
= Rmax (1 + 2H 2 (nV + 1)).
Suppose that Pr(AK ) > ϵ/(2HRmax (1 + 2H 2 (nV + 1))).
From Hoeffding inequality and Lemma 3 it follows that with
a probability of 1 − δ the event P (AK ) will occur no more
than




|S|)
m|A| (m+1)(1−(1−p)
+ |S|
p
|S||A| 
O
log(
)
(12)
ϵ
δ

′

h s
i
∗
∗
≥ min ṼH−1
(P̂t , st ) − VH−1
(P̂t+τ +1 , st )
st

′
VHπ (R′ , P̂ ′ , s) − VHπ (R, P̂ , s) ≤ HRmax
Pr(AK ).
We now proceed to prove Proposition 2 with the help of
the stated lemmas. We begin by defining some of the notation
used in the rest of the proof. Let R̃ denote a reward function
that is equal to our original reward function plus the benefit
function value, i.e., R̃(s, a) = B(s, a) + R(s, a). Let K be
the set of all state-action pairs that are known at time t,
i.e., state-action pairs with total sample counts α0 (s, a) ≥
m = 4Rmax H 3 /(ϵ(nV + 1)). Recall that we stop updating the
sample counts and thereby the transition probability estimates
at state-action pairs with m samples. Furthermore, let π̃
denote the policy obtained by using the transition probability
estimates at time t and the reward function R̃, i.e., π̃ is the
same as πt∗ , the optimal policy obtained by solving (2), at time
t and remains the same until there is a change in the transition
probability estimate. Let R′ be a reward function equal to R
on K and equal to R̃ elsewhere. Finally, let AK be the event
that π̃ escapes from K within H steps when starting in K.
From Lemma 5 it follows that
′
VHπ̃ (R′ , P̂t , st ) − VH t (R, P̂t , st ) ≤ HRmax
Pr(AK )

Using this result in (8) along with the fact that τ ≤ H, we get
Rmax (H − 1)

By repeatedly applying this equation, and given the fact that
our initial choice of the state st was arbitrary, it follows that,
for any s ∈ S, ṼH∗ (s) ≥ VH∗ (s).
In our next lemma, we state the induced inequality used
in proving PAC-MDP bounds modified for the finite horizon
setting. Refer to [22] for a proof of the induced inequality.
Lemma 5: Let P̂ , R and P̂ ′ , R′ be two estimates of transition probabilities and reward functions that are identical on
K ⊂ S ×A, i.e., P̂ (·|s, a) = P̂ ′ (·|s, a) and R(s, a) = R′ (s, a)
for all (s, a) ∈ K. Let AK be the probability the agent escapes
from K within H steps when starting at a state s and following
a policy π such that (s, π(s)) ∈ K. Assuming the rewards R′
′
are bounded in [0, Rmax
], then

number of time steps before all the states have enough samples. Now suppose Pr(AK ) ≤ ϵ/(2HRmax (1+2H 2 (nV +1))).
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Substituting this inequality into (10) we get
ϵ
′
VHπ̃ (R′ , P̂t , st ) − VH (R, P̂t , st ) ≤ HRmax
Pr(AK ) ≤
2
and from (11) it follows that
πt∗

π∗

VHπ̃ (R̃, P̂t , st ) − VH t (R, P̂t , st ) ≤ ϵ
From the definition of π̃ and R̃, π̃ is exactly the same as
the optimal policy generated using the benefit function for
the transition probability estimate P̂t , i.e., VHπ̃ (R̃, P̂t , st ) =
ṼH∗ (R, P̂t , st ). Using Lemma 4 and simplifying the notation
∗
by removing the dependencies on R and P̂t we get VHπ (st ) −
∗
π
VH t (st ) ≤ ϵ. Hence, the policy is ϵ-optimal.
■
In the next section, we define safety in the context of our
problem and provide safety guarantees for an agent operating
in an environment with access to local side information.
VI. S AFETY G UARANTEES WITH S IDE I NFORMATION
In this section, we formalize the notion of safety and
provide guarantees on the safety of an agent operating with
the proposed learning algorithm. In an environment with the
state space S, we define unsafe states as a set of states D ⊂ S
that are undesirable. We assume that the agent has knowledge
of which states are unsafe before initiating the exploration
process. We also assume that if an agent enters an unsafe
state, further exploration is not possible; P (s|s, a) = 1 for all
s ∈ D, a ∈ A. In this setting, we consider a policy to be safe
if an agent following that policy always takes actions that are
least likely to result in the agent moving to an unsafe state.
Definition 6: Policy π is safe if, for any safe state s ∈ Dc ,

the current state can be attributed to (i) the difference between
the estimated and true transition probabilities at the current
state, and (ii) the difference in the true and estimated value
at the following states. For the sake of simplicity in the error
formulations, we assume that the agent is myopic.
Assumption 1: The horizon of the agent H equals zero.
We emphasize that this assumption is only made to simplify
the formulation of the provided safety guarantees. Failing to
satisfy this assumption does not affect the performance of
the benefit function. Indeed, the results from simulations in
Section VII prove that the guarantees obtained under this
assumption are conservative as the agent behaves safely even
for a non-zero horizon.
For convenience, we use Q̂∗ (s, a) to denote Q̂∗0 (s, a) and
∗
Q (s, a) to denote Q∗0 (s, a). Also, we quantify the error in
the learned state transition probabilities at any state-action
pair using the 1-norm ∥P̂ (·|s, a) − P (·|s, a)∥1 and use ep (s)
to denote the maximum error for any action at a state,
ep (s) = maxa∈A ∥P̂ (·|s, a) − P (·|s, a)∥1 . Then, for a given
minimum difference between true state-action values at the
state QD (s), we claim that an agent takes a safe action if the
current maximum error in transition probabilities at that state
ep satisfies the relationship ep (s) < QD (s)/Rmax , where Rmax
is the maximum possible reward at any state.
Proposition 3: Let π̂ ∗ denote the optimal policy given
current estimates of transition probabilities P̂ . Assume that
ep (st ) < QD (st )/Rmax . Then, under Assumption 1 and for
the state st in Dc , π̂ ∗ satisfies
Pr (st+1 ∈ D|st , π̂ ∗ (st )) = min Pr (st+1 ∈ D|st , at ) .
at ∈A

Proof: At any time step t, define

Pr (s′ ∈ D|s, π(s)) = min Pr (s′ ∈ D|s, a) ,

G(st+1 |st , at ) = P̂ (st+1 |st , at ) − P (st+1 |st , at ),

a∈A

′

where s is the state the agent transitions to in the subsequent
time step.
Given a reward function that assigns an appropriately low
reward for all unsafe states, an agent acting optimally with
complete knowledge of the environment
will enter an unsafe
P
state with the probability mina∈A s′ ∈D P (s′ |s, a).
In the context of exploration with a policy obtained by
acting greedily with respect to the benefit function (2), we
are interested in providing guarantees on the safety of the
agent, i.e., we seek an upper bound on the probability of an
agent taking an unsafe action. The bound we obtain in this
section is expressed in terms of the parameters describing the
MDP M, the number of time steps spent exploring before
encountering the unsafe state, and the minimum difference in
the true state-action values.
The optimal policy obtained on an approximate model is
safe if it is the same as the optimal policy obtained from the
true model, i.e., when for any s ∈ S,
arg max Q̂∗H (s, a) = arg max Q∗H (s, a).
a

(13)

a

Equation (13) holds true only if the error in the optimal stateaction values |maxa∈A Q̂∗H (s, a) − maxa∈A Q∗H (s, a)| is less
than the minimum difference between the true state-action
values at the state minai ,aj ∈A |Q∗H (s, ai ) − Q∗H (s, aj )|. For
an agent with a finite horizon, error in the estimated value at

(14)

where P̂ is the current estimate of state transition probabilities.
Given that the maximum error in transition probability for any
action at that state is less than ep (st ),
X
|G(s′ |st , a)| ≤ ep (st )
(15)
s′ ∈S

for all a ∈ A. The error in the estimated value at the stateaction pair (st , at ) is Q̂∗ (st , at ) − Q∗ (st , at ). Using (14) and
the assumption that H = 0, we could express the error in
value as
Q̂∗ (st , at ) − Q∗ (st , at )
X
X
P̂ (s′ |st , at )R(s′ |st , at ) −
=
P (s′ |st , at )R(s′ |st , at )
s′ ∈S

s′ ∈S

=

X

′

′

G(s |st , at )R(s |st , at ).

s′ ∈S

(16)
We know that the reward function is defined such that it
satisfies 0 ≤ R ≤ Rmax . Using this inequality with (15) we
have
X
G(s′ |st , at )R(s′ |st , at )
s′ ∈S

≤

X

|G(s′ |st , at )|R(s′ |st , at )

s′ ∈S

≤ep (st )Rmax .

(17)
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Substituting (16) in (17),
Q̂∗ (st , at ) − Q∗ (st , at ) ≤ ep (st )Rmax .

(18)

e

Further, we have
|V̂ ∗ (st ) − V ∗ (st )| ≤ ∥Q̂∗ (st , ·) − Q∗ (st , ·)∥∞ ,
where V̂ ∗ (st ) = maxa∈A Q̂∗ (st , a) and V ∗ (st )
maxa∈A Q∗ (st , a). From (18) and (19) it follows that
|V̂ ∗ (st ) − V ∗ (st )| ≤ ep (st )Rmax .

Theorem 2: Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and Definition 7, at
any time step t such that st ∈ Dc , Pr (st+1 ∈ D|st , π̂ ∗ (st )) ≤

(19)
=
(20)

−

2⌊Tunsafe /|A|⌋QD (st )2
|S|Rmax 2

.
Proof: For any t < Tunsafe , the proof is trivial as the
probability of taking an unsafe action is zero. For the case t ≥
Tunsafe , the proof follows from Proposition 3 and Hoeffding’s
inequality [26]. Under Assumption 1, for any starting state s0 ,
the agent collects at least Tunsafe samples before reaching an
unsafe state. Under Assumption 2, the transition probability
of an action remains the same at any state s ∈ Dc . Let

We know that sufficient condition for an action to be safe is
∗

i
i
Xi = (X1i , X2i , ..., X|S|
) : 0 ≤ Xj∈1,2,..|S|
≤ 1;

∗

|V̂ (st ) − V (st )| < QD (st ),
where QD (st ) = min |Q∗ (st , ai ) − Q∗ (st , aj )|.

|S|
X

(21)

ai ,aj ∈A

Therefore, from (20) and (21) it follows that if ep (st ) <
QD (st )/Rmax at every state s ∈ S, then all the actions taken
by an agent following the policy π̂ ∗ are safe.
Proposition 3 establishes guarantees on the safety of an agent
at a state for a given error in the transition probabilities at
that state. However, standard learning algorithms based on
direct sampling such as BEB and PAC-MDP cannot provide
an estimate of the transition probability of a state-action pair
without first directly collecting samples at that state. Thus, an
agent using direct sampling is always at an increased danger
of moving to an unsafe state during the collection of samples.
On the other hand, algorithms learning with indirect sampling
using local side information provide estimates of transition
probabilities at states within the agent’s observation radius
without actually visiting them. This capability motivates us
to provide a guarantee on the safety of a policy generated by
the proposed algorithm.
Definition 7: For a starting state s0 ∈ Dc , let Tunsafe be
the minimum number of time steps required for the agent to
traverse, using any control policy, from s0 to any unsafe state
s ∈ D.
Tunsafe represents the minimum number of direct samples
the agent will collect before ending up in an unsafe state.
In order to make the technical work simpler, we consider
an environment where all the states have the same transition
probabilities, up to a permutation.
We recall Definition 1 where ∆ : S × S → [0, 1] is defined
to be the distance between transition probabilities of states.
Assumption 2: For any s, s ∈ Dc , ∆(s, s) = 0.
Note that the agent does not a priori know that the transition
probabilities are all the same; it discovers such a feature
only during its movement, and only for the states within its
observation radius. The exploration bonus of the proposed
algorithm, with proper choice of tuning parameters, ensures
that all the actions are sampled roughly the same number
of times. Hence, for an agent learning with the proposed
algorithm, the number of samples collected after time Tunsafe
for any action is no less than ⌊Tunsafe /|A|⌋.
Assumption 3: After Tunsafe time steps, for any state s ∈ S
and a ∈ A, α0 (s, a) ≥ ⌊Tunsafe /|A|⌋.
Under these assumptions, we provide an exponential bound on
the agent safety in terms of the number of samples collected.

Xji = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., |A|}

j=1

denote the random vector corresponding to the probabilities
of reaching different states from st by taking an action i ∈ A.
Let Yat represent the sample collected at time step t by taking
an action at ∈ A. As stated in Assumption 3, using the
proposed policy, the minimum number of samples collected
for any action by time t ≥ Tunsafe would be ⌊Tunsafe /|A|⌋.
From Algorithm 1, the estimate of state transition probabilities
atPtime t by taking an action a ∈ A would be Xa =
( at :at =a Yat )/|{at : at = a}|. Then for some δ ≥ 0,

Pr



Xa − E[Xa ] 1 > δ ≤ Pr 

|S|
[


Xia − E[Xi a ] >

i=1

δ 
,
|S|

for some i ∈ {1, 2, .., |S|}, as whenever ∥Xa − E[Xa ]∥1 > δ,
it follows that |Xia − E[Xi a ]| ≥ δ/|S| for at least one i ∈
{1, 2, ..., |S|}. Further,




|S|
|S|
X
[
δ
δ
a
a
a
a


Xi −E[Xi ] >
≤
Pr Xi −E[Xi ] >
Pr
|S|
|S|
i=1
i=1
Using Hoeffding’s inequality, which holds for all i ∈
{1, 2, .., |S|},
Pr

Xa − E[Xa ]

1

2⌊Tunsafe /|A|⌋δ 2

|S|
> δ ≤ |S|e−
.

(22)

Since (22) is valid for any a ∈ A, replacing ∥Xa − E[Xa ]∥1
with ep (st ) = maxa∈A ∥Xa −E[Xa ]∥1 and substituting δ with
QD (st )/Rmax ≥ 0 in (22), we have


2⌊Tunsafe /|A|⌋QD (st )2
QD (st )
−
|S|Rmax 2
Pr ep (st ) >
≤ |S| e
.
Rmax
From Theorem 3, the expression on the left is the probability
of taking an unsafe action. Therefore, the probability of taking
an unsafe action at any time step t ≥ Tunsafe would be
Pr (st+1 ∈ D|st , π̂ ∗ (st )) ≤ |S| e

−

2⌊Tunsafe /|A|⌋QD (st )2
|S|Rmax 2

VII. I MPLEMENTATION

AND

E VALUATION

The experiments discussed in this section are based on the
model of a rover navigating on the Martian surface assisted
by a companion aerial vehicle providing side information.
We compare the control policies synthesized by different
algorithms for the objective of traveling from one point in the
state space to another. Further, based on [27], it is reasonable
to assume that the sensors onboard the rover and the aerial
vehicle provide us with information on terrain features that
could be used to bound the differences between transition
probabilities of current and similar states.
We consider a section of the Jezero crater, the landing site of
the Mars Perseverance Rover mission, as the operating domain
of the rover and the aerial vehicle. A map of the crater is
used for generating the state space as shown in Figure 2. We
discretize the region of interest uniformly into square cells that
form our state space. The following five intended movements
constitute the set of possible actions for the rover and the aerial
vehicle: move north, move south, move east, move west, and
stay in the same position.
For a given action, the actual movement of the rover could
be different from the one intended due to slippage. Each of
the states in our MDP belong to one of the three terrain types:
benign, rough, and rippled. These three terrains differ in the
following two features: (i) the similarity between transition
probabilities of states within the same type, and (ii) the slip
rate, defined as the probability of the rover moving in an
unintended direction. For our simulations, we use the values
of slip rate and distance between transition probabilities of
states considered in [4]. In the case of the aerial vehicle,
neglecting unintended movement due to the wind conditions,
we assume that the dynamics are deterministic, i.e., the aerial
vehicle always moves in the intended direction.
The rover infers the similarity between the current state
and the states that are within the range of onboard payload
characterized by the observation radius λr . Similarly, the
rover can also access additional side information about the
similarity between states from the aerial vehicle operating with
an observation radius of λa . For all the experiments performed
in this section, we set λr to 2 and λa to 5.

Fig. 2. Discretized terrain map of the Jezero crater which forms our
state space. The illustration on the left shows a map with three different
terrain types discretized into a 50x50 grid. Each one of the three colors
– light brown, brown, and dark brown represents one of the three terrain
types – benign, rough, and rippled. The illustration on the right shows
rover (blue cell) sampling at states with an observation radius λr while
the companion aerial vehicle (green cell) obtains side information with
an observation radius λa (gray disk).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of maximum learning errors with and without side
information. The black graph corresponds to the error in indirect sampling setting with access to side information from both onboard payload
and the aerial vehicle, the yellow graph represents the same setting with
time-varying weighting function, and the red graph represents the error
in direct sampling setting.

A. Learning
In this section, we compare the performance of direct and
indirect sampling algorithms for the objective of effectively
learning the environment dynamics. We use the maximum
learning error emax = maxs,a,s′ |P̂ (s′ |s, a) − P (s′ |s, a)| as
the performance metric where P (s′ |s, a) is the true transition
probability and P̂ (s′ |s, a) is the estimate obtained from the
collected samples. For the indirect sampling algorithm we use
the weighting function, w(∆) = (1−∆)n where n is a tunable
parameter, originally proposed in [4]. The following policy
was used to control the rover for exploring the state space:
at any state s, choose an action a that is intended to result
in a transition to a state s′ that has been visited the least
number of times. For the aerial vehicle, the action was chosen
uniformly at random from the set of available actions. We ran
the simulation for 10 million time steps with n = 20 as the
parameter in the weighting function.
Figure 3 compares the results of the indirect sampling
setting with the direct sampling case. As expected from the
analytical results discussed in earlier sections, the indirect
weighed sampling setting, with side information from both
the rover and the aerial vehicle, outperforms direct sampling
initially by converging very quickly. However, emax in the
indirect sampling setting converges to non-zero values due to
the build-up of errors induced by reusing the samples. In our
experiment, we use another weighting function that, after every
N time steps, the weights ω(s, s′ ), s ̸= s′ decrease by a factor
of k. A natural consequence of the decrease of weights over
time is that comparatively more weight is assigned to direct
samples in long term. The result presented in Figure 3 for timevarying weighting function is generated by taking N = 105
and k = 10. The learning error plot confirms that the timevarying weighting function behaves as expected, with its emax
converging to zero in the long-term.
Figure 4 compares the results from the following three
indirect sampling settings: (i) prior information setting where
the agent has access to the weights between all the states a
priori, (ii) local side information setting where the agent only
has access to side information from onboard payload, and,
(iii) enhanced local side information setting where the agent
has access to side information from both onboard payload

maximum error emax
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dynamics perform worse than the planning scenario where the
agent has access to the true environment dynamics. Further, the
availability of side information from the aerial vehicle clearly
provides an advantage to the proposed approach designed to
take advantage of the available side information while revising
the approximate model.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of different indirect sampling settings – the pink
graph represents the prior information setting with access to all side information a priori, the green graph represents the local side information
setting with side information access restricted to the onboard payload
of the rover, and the black graph corresponds to the error in indirect
sampling setting with access to local side information from both onboard
payload and aerial vehicle.

and the companion aerial vehicle. The error emax in the
prior information setting, with a greater extent of indirect
sampling, converges to its lowest value before the errors in
the direct sampling and local side information settings. The
local side information setting, owing to restricted access to
side information when compared to the other two settings,
collects fewer indirect samples. As a consequence, the emax
in the local side information setting converges to the lowest
value among the three but also takes the most time to converge.

C. Safety
In this section, we compare BEB and the benefit function in
terms of the agent’s safety during exploration. We build upon
the same optimal control problem presented in the previous
section and additionally assume that the states in the rough
terrain are not safe for navigation and must be avoided. We
change our goal state s∗ ∈ S to a state on the boundary of
the rough terrain. We also assume that the companion aerial
vehicle takes actions that lead it to the goal state thereby
providing side information to the rover beforehand. We use the
same cost function and simulation parameters as the previous
section and assign all unsafe states a reward of 0 to ensure
that the agent avoids them.

B. Control
The experiments in this section focus on the performance of
different greedy algorithms for the objective of reaching a goal
state s∗ ∈ S in the minimum amount of time. The agent starts
at a corner of the state space and is required to reach the goal
state near the diagonally opposite corner of the state space. We
assign a reward of (∥s∗ − s∥)−1 for all states s ∈ S\{s∗ } and
a reward of 10 for the goal state s∗ to ensure that the agent
eventually reaches it. We use the standard BEB algorithm and
the benefit function with indirect sampling to generate solution
to this problem while using the simulation parameters of H =
2, µ0 = 2H 2 , and µ1 = 20H 2 . Recall that µ0 is the tuning
parameter in BEB where as µ1 is the tuning parameters in
the proposed benefit function. The choice of the parameter
values is based on the values considered in [14] and [19]. All
other simulation parameters including observation radius and
weighting function remain the same as in the previous section.
The time taken to reach the target for different scenarios,
averaged over 100 independent runs, are presented in Table I.
We observe that the policy generated by the proposed benefit
algorithm with indirect sampling outperforms the one generated by standard BEB algorithm with direct sampling. As
expected, the cases where the agent has to learn the underlying

TABLE I
AVERAGE

TIME TO TARGET FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

Scenario

BEB

Benefit

Planning with known P

With Aerial Vehicle
Without Aerial Vehicle

142
142

71
96

56
56

Fig. 5. Illustration of agent safety using benefit (left) and BEB (right).
The blue cell denotes the current location of the rover and the green cell
denotes the target. The right image shows agent entering unsafe region.

From the outcomes of 1000 independent runs of the simulation, an instance of which is illustrated in Figure 5, we
observe that the policy generated by the proposed algorithm
consistently reached the goal state located right next to unsafe
states whereas policy generated by BEB often entered an
unsafe state before reaching its goal state. Note that although
the simulation parameters used in this experiment are well
outside the assumptions made in Section VI for providing
theoretical guarantees, the agent was still able to explore
safety.
VIII. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK
Our work presents a framework that enables an agent to
exploit side information available at different states in an
MDP to accelerate learning. The proposed method proceeds by
reusing the samples collected at a state at similar states, with a
weighting function based on the side information deciding the
extent of sample reusability. In addition to indirect sampling,
we propose a side-information-aware greedy exploration algorithm and provide PAC-MDP-type guarantees on its sample
complexity with respect to the optimal Bayesian policy while
also providing guarantees on the safety of the agent during
exploration. We discuss the impact of the availability of side
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information on both learning and synthesis of optimal control
policy and provide relevant theoretical results. The numerical
experiments on the Martian rover model complement the
theoretical results while also highlighting the potential for
future work on high-fidelity models.
While the work in this paper is based on one particular
choice of weighting function, the question of what the optimal
weighting is and how it depends on the problem we consider
remains to be answered. Although we only considered side
information in the form of bounds on differences between
state transition probabilities, other classes of side information
such as bounds on the value functions may also be exploited
for learning. Extending our indirect sampling algorithm to
accommodate such side information would be a natural next
step. Looking forward, we also intend to validate our algorithm
on real-world systems and show that our methodology and
theoretical results extend beyond grid-world environments.
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